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Abstract—This paper describes an efficient implementation of
binning for decode-and-forward (DF) in relay channels using low-
density parity-check (LDPC) codes. Bilayer LDPC codes are de-
vised to approach the theoretically promised rate of the DF re-
laying strategy by incorporating relay-generated parity bits in spe-
cially designed bilayer graphical code structures. While conven-
tional LDPC codes are sensitively tuned to operate efficiently at a
certain channel parameter, the proposed bilayer LDPC codes are
capable of working at two different channel parameters and two
different rates: that at the relay and at the destination. To ana-
lyze the performance of bilayer LDPC codes, bilayer density evo-
lution is devised as an extension of the standard density evolution
algorithm. Based on bilayer density evolution, a design method-
ology is developed for the bilayer codes in which the degree dis-
tribution is iteratively improved using linear programming. Fur-
ther, in order to approach to the theoretical DF rate for a wide
range of channel parameters, this paper proposes two different
forms of bilayer codes: the bilayer-expurgated and bilayer-length-
ened codes. It is demonstrated that the rate of a properly designed
bilayer LDPC code can closely approach the theoretical DF limit.
Finally, it is shown that a generalized version of the proposed bi-
layer code construction is applicable to relay networks with mul-
tiple relays.

Index Terms—Binning, decode-and-forward, density evolution,
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, relay channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOW-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have proved to be
powerful in approaching the capacity of single-user com-

munication channels. The key idea of LDPC codes is to prac-
tically implement the random coding scheme of Shannon by
enforcing a set of random parity-check constraints on informa-
tion bits. While random coding is a fundamental element of
single-user information theory, binning is of fundamental im-
portance in multiuser scenarios. In this paper, we explore the use
of LDPC codes to practically implement binning for the relay
channel.

The classic work of Cover and El Gamal [1] describes two
basic strategies for the relay channel: a decode-and-forward
(DF) strategy in which the relay completely decodes the trans-
mitted message and partially forwards the decoded message
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using a binning technique to allow the complete resolution
of the message at the decoder, and a more complex com-
press-and-forward strategy in which the relay does not need to
decode the source message. Cover and El Gamal proved that
the DF strategy is capacity achieving for a class of degraded
relay channels [1].

This paper focuses on practical implementation of the DF
strategy for the relay channel. We restrict our attention to
Gaussian relay channels at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)
for which binary linear codes are suitable. We show that, within
a linear coding framework, the binning strategy in which a bin
index of the codeword is transmitted by the relay to the destina-
tion can be interpreted as a parity-forwarding scheme. Further,
the optimal code design for the DF strategy entails the design
of an LDPC code working at two different channel SNRs: a
higher SNR at the relay and a lower SNR at the destination.
This represents a novel embedded LDPC code construction,
named bilayer LDPC codes in this paper.

The main results of this paper are as follows. Two new en-
sembles of LDPC codes, bilayer-expurgated codes and bilayer-
lengthened LDPC codes, are proposed to simultaneously ap-
proach the capacities of two Gaussian channels at two different
SNRs. The performance analysis and the design methodologies
for these new ensembles of bilayer LDPC codes are developed
by generalizing density evolution [2] for standard LDPC codes
to bilayer codes. A design technique based on linear program-
ming is developed to optimize the variable degrees of the bi-
layer code. The two forms of bilayer code structure are devised
to accommodate the optimization of check degrees. Together, it
is shown that specially structured irregular bilayer LDPC code
with carefully chosen variable and check degree sequences can
asymptotically approach the theoretical DF rate (for binary in-
puts) of the relay channel to within a fraction of a decibel for
a wide range of different channel conditions. Finally, the pro-
posed code design is generalized for relay networks with mul-
tiple relays and it is shown that the proposed coding approach
is applicable to more general networks.

A. Related Work

Recent interests in wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks have
fueled a new surge of research activities both on the theoretical
aspects (e.g., [3]–[5]) and on practical implementation of coop-
erative communication schemes (e.g., [6]–[13]). Earlier work on
the application of coding to the relay channel can be traced back
to distributed coding diversity ideas [6], [14]–[16]. To provide
coding diversity using a relay terminal, distributed turbo codes
are employed in [6], [15], and [16], where relay-generated parity
bits are used to enhance diversity.
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While the papers mentioned above focus on enhancing co-
operative diversity in a turbo code context, the present paper fo-
cuses on approaching the information-theoretical achievable DF
rate using LDPC codes. LDPC codes are chosen in this paper be-
cause of their capacity-approaching performance on single-user
channels and their flexibility in code construction. A compre-
hensive set of design techniques for the single-user channel is
also available, allowing us to develop similar procedures for the
relay channel.

In the context of LDPC coding, the code construction pre-
sented in this paper is related to several recent papers on coding
for decode-and-forward for the half-duplex and full-duplex
relay channels [17]–[20], [10]. In [17], an LDPC code struc-
ture similar to the bilayer expurgated LDPC codes proposed
in this paper is devised for the relay channel, and a density
evolution approach is used for code design. The code analysis
and design methodology of [17] is based on density evolution
for the single-user channel, where the performance of bilayer
codes is approximated by that of a conventional LDPC code.
The work of [18] considers the use of independent source and
relay codebooks in a relay channel, which is optimal for relay
channels where the relay-destination link is strong. In this case,
successful decoding of the expurgated code at the destination is
guaranteed, and the optimal code design simplifies to the design
of a conventional LDPC code for the source-relay channel. It
should be noted that although the use of independent codebooks
is also optimal for certain fading channels in which coherent
transmission is not possible [3, Th. 6], in general as will be
discussed later, conventional LDPC codes are not adequate
for DF in stringent channel scenarios, where the bandwidth
and/or power available to the source-relay, relay-destination,
and source-destination channels are the minimum required to
achieve a certain DF rate.

In another series of work, [19] and [20] apply conventional
LDPC codes optimized for single-user channels to the fading
relay channel, and employ random puncturing to make an LDPC
code work at two different rates. Using this approach, the au-
thors report threshold gaps of 0.4–0.7 dB for several channel
configurations with fixed relaying parameters. (For optimized
relaying parameters, the threshold gap can be more than 1 dB
[19, Fig. 6], [20, Fig. 8].) Finally, [10] uses a scheme based
on the puncturing of conventional LDPC codes, where mul-
tiple-input–multiple-output coding schemes are adapted for DF.

The present work differs from [10], [17]–[19] in that instead
of using random puncturing techniques to make a conventional
LDPC code work at two different rate, we employ structured
expurgating and lengthening techniques and explicitly design
bilayer LDPC codes, which are capable of simultaneously ap-
proaching the capacities of the source-relay and source-destina-
tion links. Explicit design of LDPC codes is necessary for ap-
proaching the theoretically promised DF rate, because conven-
tional LDPC codes are sensitively tuned to operate efficiently
at a certain channel parameter; thus, a standard LDPC source
code cannot be capacity approaching over both the source-relay
channel and the source-destination channel due to the difference
in the respective channel parameters. This is an important de-
sign issue if the channel from the relay to the destination is to be

Fig. 1. The Gaussian relay channel:X is power constrained to P ;X is power
constrained to P .

used efficiently for maximizing the overall DF rate. Finally, this
paper shows that two different LDPC graph structures, namely
bilayer expurgated and bilayer lengthened codes, are needed to
approach the theoretical DF rate for the entire range of channel
parameters.

The code design problem for the relay channel is also related
to the general concept of rateless codes, popularized by the in-
vention of fountain codes [21] and, more recently, raptor codes
[22]. The bilayer LDPC codes proposed in this paper are sim-
ilar to rateless codes in that both are capable of working at mul-
tiple rates. However, the code design requirement for the relay
channel is also fundamentally different in the following aspect.
In a relay channel, the extra information for the second code
is transmitted via a separately coded channel from the relay to
the destination. In contrast, the channel model for rateless codes
typically assumes that additional bits are sent through the same
channel (thus, are corrupted by the channel noise). In addition,
fountain codes and raptor codes are designed specifically for the
binary erasure channel (BEC); whether practical rateless codes
exist for more general channel models is still an open research
issue [23]. In this sense, the design methodology for fountain
codes and raptor codes cannot be directly applied to the general
relay channel, except in the erasure case.

Finally, the code construction proposed in this paper is also
related to the use of punctured rate-compatible LDPC codes
for incremental redundancy hybrid automatic repeat request
(IR-HARQ) protocols for wireless transmission channels (e.g.,
[24]–[30]). In the HARQ setting, additional coded data bits are
sent when the decoder fails to decode. Again, the additional bits
can be potentially corrupted by the same channel, resulting in
a different coding problem compared to the relay setting. Thus,
the existing HARQ coding schemes are not directly applicable
to DF.

II. CODING FOR THE RELAY CHANNEL

A. DF Strategy

A Gaussian relay channel, as shown in Fig. 1, is defined by

(1)

(2)

where and denote ad-
ditive Gaussian noises at the relay and at the destination, re-
spectively. The source has a power constraint ; the relay has a
power constraint .
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We begin by briefly reviewing the DF strategy of [1, Sec-
tion IV], and by identifying the structure of capacity-achieving
codes in DF. In the DF strategy, the source selects a new mes-
sage in each block . The set of source
messages is randomly partitioned into
bins of size . The relay message in block
is represented by which is the bin index of , the source
message in block . In block , the relay transmits ,
and the source transmits

(3)

where and are Gaussian random vectors of
length . and encode and via random code-
books of sizes and , generated according to probability
distributions and ,
respectively. Note that (3) implies that the source optimally
divides its total power budget into a fraction for trans-
mitting new message and a fraction of for
cooperatively transmitting the bin index of the previous
source message .

The decoding process in block goes as follows. The relay
first decodes based on

(4)

It then computes , the bin index of , to be transmitted
in the next block. Since is known at the relay, it can be
subtracted. Therefore, successful decoding of is possible
if

(5)

The destination observes

(6)

The decoding of takes place in two stages.1 First, the decoder
decodes , the bin index of , while regarding as
noise. The decoding is successful if

(7)

With known, the destination now subtracts and pro-
ceeds with the decoding of in the second stage. This is per-
formed in the next coding block, after the bin index is de-
coded. The bin index restricts the candidate into a set

1Note that joint decoding of the source and relay messages is also possible.
The use of joint decoding gives the same theoretical achievable rate, but may
result in a lower error probability in practice. Although the proposed design
methodology is based on successive decoding, the resulting codes can be used
for joint decoding as well.

of size . Thus, decoding of (in block ) is suc-
cessful if

(8)

Combining (5), (7), and (8), we see that the overall DF rate for
the Gaussian relay channel is

(9)

The optimal cooperation factor in the above expressions is
if , which is the case when the optimal

strategy is not to allocate any portion of the transmitter’s power
to cooperate with the relay message [1]. Thus, no coherent trans-
mission is needed between the relay and the transmitter [3, Re-
mark 42].

When , coherent transmission of is bene-
ficial. In this case, the optimal is strictly between 0 and 1. Its
numerical value can be found by equating the two terms within
the minimization expression in (9); see [1].

B. Coding for DF

Observe that the code design problem for optimal DF strategy
involves the construction of two codes: of rate and of
rate . While the relay’s codebook can be constructed as
a conventional error-correcting code that guarantees successful
decoding at the destination, the source’s codebook must be
constructed so that it can be decoded both at the relay and at the
destination. The relay must be able to decode at an SNR

SNR (10)

while the destination must be able to decode under a different
SNR

SNR (11)

but with the help of extra bin index information from the relay.
The code construction problem is abstracted in a schematic

depicted in Fig. 2, where

SNR (12)

SNR (13)

are used to denote the effective source-relay and the effective
source-destination rates. The overall DF rate in terms of and

now becomes

(14)

Observe that whenever , the optimal choice
of the power allocation factor in (9) always leads to

. This implies that the source’s codebook must be
designed to simultanously approach the capacities of the effec-
tive source-relay and the effective source-destination channels
at two different SNRs and at two different rates.
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Fig. 2. The code construction problem for DF corresponds to two subprob-
lems: constructing a source codebook to simultaneously approach rates R

and R , and constructing a conventional relay codebook to approach the rate
R = R � R .

The condition does not necessarily hold, if
the relay-destination link is very strong (i.e., ),
or if the power allocation factor is not chosen optimally. (The
latter case would lead to a strictly suboptimal overall DF rate.) In
these cases, a conventional code designed for single-user chan-
nels can be sufficient [10], [18]–[20].

For example, when , the overall DF rate is
limited to . The relay may transmit excess information about
the source codeword to the destination at no cost to the overall
DF rate. In this case, the source-destination code may operate
at a rate well below . Similarly, when , the
overall DF rate is limited to . The source-relay code
may operate at a rate strictly below . In both special cases,
one of the two constraints in is not tight.
Consequently, a single-user conventional LDPC code designed
for the tighter constraint suffices for achieving

. In general, whenever , one would always
optimize the relay operation in order to maximize the overall
rate. This means , which implies the need for
a source code that is simultaneously capacity-achieving at two
different rates and at two different SNRs. The rest of the paper
treats this more stringent case.

C. Binning Via Parity Generation

A main ingredient of the decode-and-forward strategy is bin-
ning. How can binning be implemented in practice? If we re-
strict our attention to Gaussian channels at low SNR (i.e.,

) for which binary signaling and linear codes are optimum,
then binning may be implemented by generating extra parity
bits on the codewords of . The generation of parity bits (or
syndromes) is a natural way of partitioning a linear codebook
into bins, with codewords in each bin satisfying a particular set
of parity equations. The parity bits are exactly the bin indices.
The idea of implementing structured binning via syndromes has
been used in the past for Slepian–Wolf coding [31], [32] and for
channel and source coding with side information [33].

To implement binning and block-Markov coding using this
idea, the relay decodes the transmitted codeword in
block , generates extra parity bits for , encodes them
using an independent codebook , and sends the encoded bits
to the destination in the next block. The destination decodes

by utilizing the extra parity bits. Therefore, the DF
strategy is a parity-forwarding strategy, and it gives rise to a
bilayer code construction. The coding scheme based on this
idea is described in Fig. 3.

Before considering the design of bilayer codes for ap-
proaching the Gaussian relay channel capacity, it is useful

Fig. 3. Parity-forwarding implementation of DF using LDPC codes. (a) The
source message is encoded using an (n; n� k ) LDPC code. (b) The relay de-
codes the source’s codeword. (c) The relay then generates k extra parity bits.
(d) The k parity bits are transmitted to the destination using a separate code-
book. (e) The destination first decodes the extra k parity bits, then decodes the
source message over the bilayer code by searching for a codeword that satisfies
k zero parity bits and k nonzero parity bits.

to ask whether such code exists in theory. It is well known
that random linear codes are capacity-achieving for the binary
symmetric channel (and for the Gaussian channel at a low
SNR) under the maximum likelihood decoding. A subcode
of a random code is also a random code. Therefore, under
the maximum likelihood decoding, a bilayer code that is ca-
pacity-achieving at two different SNRs can be found.

The question becomes more interesting, if we consider
practical iterative decoding methods. In this realm, theo-
retical results are available only for the BEC, for which
capacity-achieving degree sequences for LDPC codes under
iterative decoding methods have been identified [34], [35], [36].
We show in Appendix I that these codes can indeed be used
to achieve the capacity of a particular class of erasure relay
channels. The rest of the paper focuses on LDPC code design
for the Gaussian case.

III. DESIGN OF BILAYER EXPURGATED LDPC CODES

We now propose our first bilayer LDPC code construction for
DF for the Gaussian relay channel. Let be a linear
LDPC code of rate . The codebook should be a ca-
pacity approaching code for the source-relay channel at SNR
with a rate . Let be the number of extra random parity
bits on the source codeword , generated by the relay and
provided to the destination. Then, a subcode of which
satisfies two sets of parities: zero parities enforced by the
source’s codebook and extra presumably nonzero parity bits
provided by the relay, should form an ca-
pacity-approaching code for decoding at the destination, i.e., at
SNR with a rate . Note that the performance of a practical
bilayer code is characterized by two gaps to the capacities at
SNR and at SNR .

The decoding of the subcode of with the extra nonzero
parity bits can be performed in the exact same way as the de-
coding of a conventional LDPC code. Since these subcodes are
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Fig. 4. The bilayer-expurgated code. The lower subgraph represents an LDPC
code for source-relay channel. The overall graph represents an LDPC code for
the destination.

cosets corresponding to different values of the extra parity
checks, and are identical to each other geometrically (via a linear
one-to-one mapping), we only need to ensure that the subcode
represented by the zero-codeword coset leader is well designed.

The proposed LDPC code structure is shown in Fig. 4. We call
the proposed code structure bilayer-expurgated LDPC code, as
the overall graph represents an expurgated subcode of the lower-
layer code. The first (lower) layer corresponds to an

code and the second (upper) layer consists of the extra
parity bits which modify the first layer in a way that the resulting

subcode represented by the overall graph is
suitable for the source-destination channel.

Although the code construction problem described in this
section is derived for a full-duplex relay channel, the same
code construction problem arises for relay channels with other
multiple-access components, including the half-duplex relay
channel and relay channels with a digital relay-destination link,
as long as the relay-destination rate satisfies .

This paper focuses on the practical design of , while
ignoring multiple-access and interference subtraction issues
at the destination. Practical implementations of superposition
coding and interference subtraction have been well studied in
the multiuser detection literature [37]. Our code construction
also ignores error propagation, whereby an incorrect decoding
of negatively affects the decoding of . In
practice, the probability of error for the DF protocol is approx-
imated by the sum of failure probabilities of the decoding of
the source message at the relay, the decoding of relay message
at the destination, and the decoding of the source message at
the destination. While error propagation does not impact the
design of capacity-achieving codes, it is practically important,
especially in terms of outage probability in a wireless fading
channel.

A. Bilayer-Expurgated LDPC Code Ensemble

We now address the design of bilayer-expurgated LDPC
codes. Our design methodology is based on a variation of the
linear programming approach for LDPC rate optimization, first
appeared in [38] and later modified in [39]. The exact optimiza-
tion steps used in this paper are based on the approach of [40],
which is also inspired by EXIT-chart based methods [41]–[44].
The complete design methodology as applied to conventional
LDPC code design is presented in detail in Appendix II. The
rest of this section deals with the design of bilayer codes.

An ensemble of bilayer-expurgated LDPC codes is defined
as follows. The bilayer graph of the code, as shown in Fig. 4,
consists of three sets of nodes and two sets of edges. The three
sets of nodes correspond to one set of variable nodes, and two
sets of check nodes: the lower check nodes corresponding to the
check nodes in the lower subgraph of Fig. 4, and the upper check
nodes corresponding to the check nodes in the upper subgraph
in Fig. 4. Edges are grouped in two sets: those connecting the
variable nodes to the lower check nodes, and those connecting
the variable nodes to the upper check nodes. We call an edge a
lower edge if it connects a variable node to a lower check node.
Similarly, an upper edge denotes an edge belonging to the upper
subgraph in Fig. 4.

The lower degree of a variable node is defined as the number
of lower edges connected to it. Likewise, the upper degree of a
variable node is the number of upper edges connected to it. The
lower degree of an edge is defined as the lower degree of the
variable node it is connected to, and similarly the upper degree
of an edge is the upper degree of the variable node connected
to that edge. The minimum lower variable degree is 2 as the
lower subgraph should be a valid LDPC code for the source-
relay channel. The minimum upper variable degree is 0, since
some variable nodes may not participate in any of the extra
parity checks generated by the relay. A variable node is said to
have degree if it has a lower degree and an upper degree
. Similarly, an edge is of degree if it is connected to a

degree variable node.
We assume regular check degrees for check nodes in the lower

and upper graphs. The lower check degree of a bilayer graph
denotes the number of edges connected to check nodes in the
lower subgraph. Likewise, the upper check degree equals to
the number of edges connected to an upper check node. The en-
semble of bilayer LDPC codes can be characterized by a vari-
able degree distribution , which defines the
percentage of edges with lower degree and upper degree , and
a parameter which defines the percentage of lower edges in
the bilayer graph. Note that , and .
Note also that a bilayer LDPC code reduces to a conventional
LDPC code if for some set of param-
eters with .

B. Bilayer Density Evolution

Because the ensemble of bilayer-expurgated LDPC codes is
statistically different from a conventional LDPC code ensemble,
conventional density evolution algorithm must be modified in
order to accurately predict the performance of the bilayer code.
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In the conventional density evolution analysis, the input mes-
sage densities to all check nodes at each density evolution itera-
tion are the same, since the probability that an edge, emanating
from a check node, is connected to a degree variable node is
equal to for all check nodes. However, in a bilayer-expur-
gated code, there is a distinction between lower edges and upper
edges. Therefore, evolution of two densities should be tracked:
the lower density corresponding to the density of messages in
the lower subgraph, and the upper density corresponding to the
density of messages in the upper subgraph.

Let and denote the message probability density functions
(pdf) at the input of the lower and upper check nodes in the lower
and upper subgraphs, respectively, at the beginning of the th
decoding iteration. The message densities after a check update
can be computed for and using the conventional density
evolution check update as described in [2]. Let and denote
the evolved versions of and after the check updates. For
log-likelihood sum-product decoding with parallel updates, the
density-evolution update at a degree variable node can be
computed from and to obtain the message densities,
and , as follows:

(15)

(16)

where denotes the density of the log-likelihood ratio received
over the channel, and denotes convolution of order . (By
convention, for any density and , where
denotes the Dirac delta function.) The input message densities to
the lower and upper check nodes, at the beginning of the th
iteration can be computed as follows:

(17)

(18)

Note that the probability that a degree edge is a lower edge
is given by .

The lower-graph degree error profile function
is defined for a bilayer-expurgated LDPC code

as the message error probability corresponding to the density
, after one density evolution iteration with input message

densities and . Similarly, is defined as the mes-
sage error probability corresponding to after one density
evolution iteration for input message densities and . Let

denote the overall message error probability in
the bilayer graph corresponding to the message densities
and . The overall message error probability at the begin-
ning of the th decoding iteration can be
computed as a linear combination of and
as follows:

(19)

The above formulation allows an iterative linear programming
optimization of .

C. Bilayer-Expurgated LDPC Code Optimization

The design of a bilayer-expurgated LDPC code involves
finding a variable degree distribution , a
parameter , and a pair of check degrees and such that the
lower subgraph represents a capacity-approaching LDPC code
over the source-relay channel at SNR , and the overall bilayer
code is capacity approaching at SNR SNR .

One way to formulate the design problem is to fix ,
and jointly optimize and . This approach is taken in our
previous work [45]. It is equivalent to a joint optimization of
both the lower subgraph and the overall graph to achieve the
highest overall rate, but leads to high computational complexity.
In this paper, we utilize a simpler approach of fixing the lower
graph code to be an optimal capacity-approaching LDPC code
at SNR and searching for a variable degree distribution
that is consistent with the lower graph code and is capacity ap-
proaching at SNR .

Based on the iterative linear programming LDPC code op-
timization procedure described in Appendix II, a rate maxi-
mization problem is formulated for the bilayer code as follows.
Fixing the check degrees , the rate of the bilayer graph is
related to the parameter , since depends on the number of
check nodes in the graph via

(20)

By fixing the lower graph, i.e., fixing and the lower vari-
able degree distribution , the rate of the bilayer code, defined
by , can be maximized by minimizing or
equivalently maximizing . The distribution is related to
as follows:

(21)

For a fixed , (21) can be rewritten in a linear format in terms
of and

(22)

Fixing , and , an iterative linear programming update for
and can be formulated using (19) to iteratively maximize

as follows:

(23a)

s.t. (23b)

(23c)

(23d)

where is the optimization iteration number, and is the de-
coding iteration number. The coefficient plays the
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same role as the in (36) (see Appendix II) and is slightly in-
creased at each optimization iteration, eventually approaching
1. The error profiles , and are re-
computed at the end of each optimization iteration using bilayer
density evolution, given the new and . We start with a large
stepsize for increasing , but use a backtracking algorithm so
that if the resulted code fails to converge after an iteration step,
the step size is reduced and the iteration is repeated. Typically,
around 10 optimization iterations are sufficient to obtain a rea-
sonably close-to-capacity rate.

To initialize the above iterative optimization, an initial degree
distribution , which is consistent with the lower graph de-
gree distribution in terms of (22) and guarantees a fast decoding
convergence with a small , should be found. Such a de-
gree distribution can be found using a linear programming opti-
mization that minimizes , since minimizing or equivalently
maximizing corresponds to adding as many extra parity bits
as possible which ensures a fast decoding convergence. The ini-
tializing linear programming problem can be cast as follows:

(24a)

s.t. (24b)

(24c)

To complete the design methodology of bilayer LDPC codes,
we need to pick appropriate check degrees and . An ap-
propriate check-degree pair and can be found for a bilayer
code by searching over a reasonable range of values for and

. For each pair of and , the variable-degree optimization
procedure needs to be repeated.

The main complexity of the overall optimization scheme is
due to density evolution, which is used to update the coefficients
in (23). We use discrete density evolution with a low resolu-
tion to find a proper pair of check degrees and also for the first
few optimization iterations with small . A high resolution dis-
crete density evolution is then used to optimize the last few op-
timization iterations where is close to 1. The complexity of
the overall optimization scheme is roughly equivalent to 10–15
rounds of performing density evolution for the final code.

The optimal check degree for a conventional LDPC code
is often concentrated around a mean value (see Appendix II).
Thus, when the gap between SNR and SNR is small, the
difference between the optimal and is likely to be small,
and this scheme works well. However, if the gap between
SNR and SNR is large, the optimal check degree is often
much smaller than , resulting in a larger gap to capacity.

In the extreme case corresponding to , the presented
analysis is no longer valid, since the degree-one check nodes
completely determine the values of variable nodes connected
to them. Thus, a variable node connected to a degree-one check
node can be removed, totally reshaping the structure of the
graph. Hence, the effect of low-degree extra check nodes on
the structure of the graph, in the extreme case, is to reveal
the value of variable nodes connected to them. However, it
would be more efficient for the relay to use a separate code to

Fig. 5. The bilayer-lengthened LDPC code. The relay decodes the overall code
and provides the value of upper variable nodes to the destination, using a sepa-
rate codebook. The destination decodes the lower subgraph.

intelligently help the destination recover the value of a subset of
variable nodes, rather than forwarding degree-one extra parity
bits. In light of this intuition, in the next section, we consider
another code ensemble that is suitable for decoding the source
codeword at the destination while part of the codeword is
revealed with the relay’s help.

IV. DESIGN OF BILAYER-LENGTHENED LDPC CODES

We now propose our second coding structure for DF based
on code lengthening, which is designed to address the problem
of the expurgated structure for large SNR differences, as ex-
plained above. Lengthening of a linear code refers to the process
of increasing the codeword length while keeping the number
of parity check equations fixed [46]. Fig. 5 depicts a bilayer-
lengthened LDPC code in which the overall graph corresponds
to a lengthened version of the lower code. Note that both the
lower graph and the overall (bilayer) graph have the same set of
parity-check nodes. Designing a bilayer-lengthened code corre-
sponds to finding an overall graph so that the lower graph corre-
sponds to a good LDPC code at rate optimized for SNR ,
while the overall bilayer graph (which can be constructed by
adding extra variable nodes to the lower graph) represents a
good LDPC code at rate optimized for SNR . Being ca-
pacity-approaching at two different rates is a core feature of this
code.

The relaying scheme using the bilayer-lengthened structure
is depicted in Fig. 6. The source encodes its data using the bi-
layer LDPC code corresponding to the overall graph as shown in
Fig. 6(a). Thus, each codeword satisfies all parity-check nodes
present in the bilayer graph (in contrast to the earlier bilayer
code in which the source encodes its data over the lower sub-
graph).

The relay first decodes the source codeword over the bilayer
graph. It then helps the destination by sending the values of
upper variable nodes in the next block using the following
scheme. The relay generates a set of extra
parity bits for upper variable nodes, using the parity check
matrix of a separate conventional LDPC code of rate
optimized for SNR . The relay forwards these (presumably
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Fig. 6. Parity forwarding scheme using the bilayer-lengthened code structure. (a) The source encodes its data over the bilayer LDPC graph. (b) The relay decodes
the entire source codeword. (c) The relay generates k parity bits for the upper n variable nodes using an LDPC code C . The relay sends the set of k parity
bits to the destination using a separate codebook of rate R . (d) The destination first decodes the extra k parity bits provided by the relay. Using the code C ,
the destination decodes the upper n variable nodes. (e) Upon decoding the upper variables, the destination removes the upper part of the graph and decodes the
remaining variable nodes using the lower graph. (Note that steps (e) and (d) can be performed jointly, i.e., joint decoding over the entire graph is viable.)

nonzero) extra parity bits to the destination using another
codebook of rate . Note that it can be shown that the number
of extra parity bits is exactly , where
is the block length of the overall code.2

In each block, the destination first decodes the set of extra
parity bits for upper variable bits provided by the relay. These

parity bits are used to decode the upper variable nodes
of the source codeword in the previous block. Since is a
good LDPC code of rate optimized for SNR , the desti-
nation can recover the upper variable nodes with a low error
probability at a large block length. Upon recovering the upper
part of the bilayer graph, the destination removes the top
variables, then updates the value of parity-check nodes in the
graph. For example, the new value of a parity-check node cor-
responding to the constraint after re-
moving and would be corresponding to the con-
straint . Note that for this procedure to work
it is necessary that the code is decoded correctly; thus, the
decoding error probability of this procedure is bounded from
below by the error probability for code . In practice, joint de-
coding by message passing over the overall graph [combined
graphs of Fig. 6(e) and (d)] can be performed to reduce the error
probability.

Finally, the destination decodes the remainder of the code-
word over the lower subgraph which represents an optimized
LDPC code of rate for SNR . (In contrast to the earlier bi-
layer code in which the destination decodes the source’s code-
word over the overall graph.) Note that in this coding scheme,
the source codeword is split into two components such that both
parts correspond to good LDPC codewords at SNR [the lower
subgraph and the code in Fig. 6(d)]. This is in contrast to

2This is because k = (1�R )n = (1�R )(n�n ) = (1�R )(n�
n(1�R )=(1�R )) = n(R �R ) = nR , where n is the number of
lower variable nodes. The third equality is based on the relation n = n ,
which follows the fact that the lower graph is of the rate R and the overall
graph is of rate R .

the previous bilayer-expurgated LDPC code in which the source
LDPC code graph is modified in a way that the overall graph is
suitable for SNR [see Fig. 3(e)].

Many of features of the bilayer-lengthened LDPC code are
the dual of the bilayer-expurgated code: the roles of variable
nodes and check nodes are interchanged in the bilayer graph;
the source encodes its data over the lower graph in one, and
over the overall graph in the other. The bilayer-expurgated code
performs well when the gap between SNR and SNR is small;
the bilayer-lengthened code works well for larger gaps.

The advantage of this scheme is that the check degrees are
reduced after the removal of the upper graph. Therefore, this
code structure is suitable for a relay channel with a large gap be-
tween the SNR and SNR . The bilayer-lengthened code struc-
ture considered in this paper is inspired by a code construction,
called Matrioshka codes, introduced in [47] for the universal
Slepian–Wolf source coding problem.

A. Bilayer-Lengthened LDPC Code Ensemble

Similar to the bilayer-expurgated code, the bilayer-length-
ened graph consists of three sets of nodes and two sets of edges
(Fig. 5). The nodes are grouped into one set of check nodes (in
contrast to the earlier bilayer graph in which there is one set of
variable nodes), and two sets of variable nodes (in contrast to the
earlier bilayer graph in which there are two sets of check nodes):
the lower variable nodes corresponding to the variable nodes in
the lower subgraph of Fig. 5, and the upper variable nodes cor-
responding to the variable nodes in the upper subgraph in Fig. 5.
The edges are grouped in two sets: those connecting the check
nodes to the lower variable nodes, and those connecting check
nodes to the upper variable nodes. We call an edge a lower edge,
if it connects a check node to a lower variable node. Similarly,
an upper edge denotes an edge belonging to the upper subgraph
in Fig. 5.

Assuming regular check degrees, each check node in the bi-
layer-lengthened graph has edges in the lower subgraph and
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edges in the upper subgraph. Similar to a conventional LDPC
code, the degree of a variable node is defined as the number of
edges connected to it. An edge is said to have a variable degree

if it is connected to a variable node of degree .
The ensemble of bilayer-lengthened LDPC codes is defined

by the lower variable degree distribution, the upper variable de-
gree distribution, and two regular check degrees and . The
lower variable degree distribution , defines the per-
centage of lower edges of various degrees in the lower subgraph,
i.e., the probability that a lower edge is connected to a degree
variable node is given by . Similarly, the upper variable-de-
gree distribution , gives the probability that an upper
edge is of degree . The lower and upper distributions and
satisfy , and .

Note that the ensemble of bilayer-lengthened LDPC codes is
not equivalent to either the conventional LDPC codes or the bi-
layer-expurgated LDPC codes discussed earlier, because in both
of these earlier code ensembles, the variable degree distributions
for all variable nodes are the same. Hence, density evolution
tools for conventional LDPC codes and for bilayer-expurgated
codes are not valid for the bilayer-lengthened LDPC code and
should be modified.

B. Bilayer Density Evolution

The densities of messages over lower and upper edges are in
general not the same in a bilayer-lengthened LDPC code. This
is because the lower and upper edges have different variable de-
gree distributions. Thus, similar to the case of the bilayer-ex-
purgated LDPC codes, to predict the performance of an infi-
nite-length bilayer-lengthened LDPC code, we need to track the
evolutions of two densities in the upper and lower subgraphs of
the lengthened graph.

Let and denote the message densities in the lower and
upper parts of the graph at the beginning of the th decoding
iteration. Let and denote the evolved versions of and

after check updates. Let denote the check density-update
operation as described in [2], e.g., is the output
message density after an update at a check node of degree 3.
Then, the output message density at a check node of degree
with input message density can be computed as

. Hence, and can be computed using the
check density-update operation as follows:

(25a)

(25b)

and for

(25c)

(25d)

where for any density .
The computation of variable density updates is straight-

forward using the convolution operation. Let denote the
output message density after a variable update at a variable
node of degree in the lower subgraph, with an input message
density . Let denote the output message density after a
variable update at a variable node of degree in the upper sub-

graph, with an input message density . Using the convolution
operation , we have

(26)

(27)

where is the channel message density.
The message densities in the lower and upper subgraphs after

the variable update (i.e., at the beginning of th decoding
iteration), and , can be computed from and
as follows:

(28)

(29)

Let denote the message error probability of the
message densities and at the beginning of the th
decoding iteration. Let denote the message error prob-
ability corresponding to , which is the message density of
degree- lower nodes after one density evolution iteration with
input message densities and . Similarly, let denote
the message error probability corresponding to , which is
the message density of degree- upper nodes after one density
evolution iteration with input message densities and . The
overall message error probability at the beginning of the th
iteration, , can be found as a linear combination of

and functions as follows:

(30)

where denotes the percentage of lower edges
in the bilayer-lengthened graph. The approximate linear struc-
ture of (30) is used to form an iterative linear programming pro-
cedure to update the variable-degree distributions and as
discussed in the next subsection.

C. Bilayer-Lengthened LDPC Code Optimization

The design of a bilayer-lengthened LDPC code involves
finding a pair of variable degree distributions and
and a pair of check degrees and for the lower and upper
subgraphs in the bilayer structure of Fig. 5, such that the overall
graph is a capacity-approaching LDPC code for a Gaussian
channel at SNR , while the lower graph is a capacity-ap-
proaching LDPC code at SNR .

The design scheme is based on the optimization procedure
for conventional LDPC codes described in Appendix II. Sim-
ilar to the previous design, we fix the check degrees and .
(Appropriate check degrees and can be found by an ex-
haustive search over a reasonable range of values for and .)
We also fix the lower variable-degree distribution to be a ca-
pacity-approaching distribution for a conventional LDPC code
optimized at SNR (which is found independently). The design
problem is now reduced to finding an upper variable-degree dis-
tribution such that the overall lengthened graph represents a
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TABLE I
BILAYER-EXPURGATED LDPC CODES

capacity-approaching code at SNR . (Note that in contrast to
the design problem of a bilayer-expurgated code, the lower rate
code is fixed here, and the higher rate code is optimized.)

The rate of the overall bilayer-lengthened code is
, where denotes the number of check nodes, is the

number of lower variable nodes, and is the number of upper
variable nodes. The number of upper variable nodes is given
by . Thus, fixing the lower graph code and ,
the rate of the overall graph can be maximized by maximizing

. To ensure convergence of the overall code, we make
use of the error profile function (30). More specifically, fixing

, and , the linear programming update for can be for-
mulated as follows:

(31a)

s.t.

(31b)

(31c)

where denotes the optimization iteration round, and is the
decoding iteration number. The new upper variable-degree dis-
tribution is used to update the coefficients ,
and for the next optimization round through bilayer
density evolution. The coefficient is slowly increased toward
1. This enforces an approximate local linearity condition with
respect to [in the same way as in (23c) and (35)]. As an ini-
tialization value for , we set .

The bilayer-lengthened LDPC code is a suitable code struc-
ture, if the gap between SNR and SNR is large. When the
gap between SNR and SNR is small, the bilayer-expurgated
LDPC code design of Section III have a good performance. In
fact, the rate difference can be arbitrarily small for the bilayer-
expurgated code. Thus, the bilayer-expurgated LDPC code and
the bilayer-lengthened LDPC code are complementary struc-
tures that cover the entire range of rates and SNRs.

TABLE II
BILAYER-LENGTHENED LDPC CODES

V. CODE CONSTRUCTION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using the described schemes, three bilayer expurgated codes,
listed in Table I, and three bilayer lengthened codes, listed in
Table II, are designed for binary-input Gaussian channels with
various channel parameters. We fix a target rate which corre-
sponds to a target SNR. Then, the lower graph is optimized
by using the iterative linear optimization process described in
Appendix I to find the highest rate converging LDPC code for
the target SNR. Fixing the lower layer, bilayer optimization is
performed to find the highest rate overall code for the target
SNR. Finally, the gap between the convergence threshold of
the code and the theoretical limit corresponding to the optimal
achieved rates is computed for the optimized codes. The max-
imum variable degree, , for all cases, is chosen to be
(in each layer). Asymptotic infinite-length convergence thresh-
olds of the codes are computed using the discretized density evo-
lution approach of [39] with 13-bit quantization and a maximum
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Fig. 7. Comparison of bilayer expurgated code (B) and bilayer lengthened code (E). Solid straight lines represent theoretical limits, and dashed lines represent
the convergence threshold. BL stands for bilayer (the overall graph), and SL stands for single layer (the lower graph). Note that Code (E) has a smaller gap to the
capacity. Block lengths are 100 000� 50.

Fig. 8. Comparison of expurgated and lengthened codes (C) and (F). Solid straight lines represent theoretical limits; dashed lines represent the convergence
threshold. Code (F) shows a smaller gap to the capacity for a block lengths of 100 000� 50.

log-likelihood value . We use the sum-product decoding algo-
rithm with parallel update scheduling. The maximum number
of decoding iterations is set to 600. The empirical bit-error-rate
(BER) performance curves for the source-relay and source-des-
tination codes are shown in Figs. 7–10 for a block length of

. (In these figures, the SNR axis corresponds to SNR
for the source to the relay code, and SNR for the source to the
destination code.)

Figs. 7 and 8 compare the BER performance of pairs of bi-
layer expurgated and bilayer lengthened LDPC codes (B) and
(E), and (C) and (F), designed for the target rates

and , respectively. The con-
vergence thresholds of the lengthened codes (E) and (F) are
found to be within 0.24 dB to the theoretical limit. For the expur-
gated codes (B) and (C), the gap to the theoretical limit is below
0.52 dB. The BER curves confirm the asymptotic convergence
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Fig. 9. Bilayer lengthened code for large SNR difference between the relay and the destination. Solid straight lines represent theoretical limits; dashed lines
represent the convergence threshold. Block lengths are 100000� 50.

Fig. 10. Bilayer expurgated code for small SNR difference between the relay and the destination. Solid straight lines represent theoretical limits; dashed lines
represent the convergence threshold. Block lengths are 100 000� 50.

threshold analysis, indicating a gap of less than 0.5 dB to the
convergence threshold at a BER of . It is observed that
at these rates, the performances of expurgated and length-
ened codes are comparable with lengthened codes performing
slightly better.

As mentioned earlier, the lengthened code structure is more
suitable when the SNR difference at the relay and at the destina-
tion is large. Code (D) is designed for target rates

which corresponds to an SNR difference of close to
9 dB. Table II presents the parameters of this code. Note that
the difference between the lower-graph check degree and the
upper-graph check degree is quite large ( versus ). The gap of

the convergence threshold of the bilayer code (overall graph) to
the theoretical limit is as small as 0.14 dB. The gap of the single-
layer graph (designed as a conventional LDPC code, using the
described scheme in Appendix II) to the theoretical limit is less
than 0.24 dB. The BER performance of this code is shown in
Fig. 9. The SNR gap to the convergence threshold at a BER of

is negligible for the bilayer higher rate code. The single-
layer code corresponding to the lower graph shows a larger gap
(about 1 dB) to the analytical convergence threshold. This can be
explained by the fact that the asymptotic analytical evaluation
of the convergence threshold is valid for large block lengths;
whereas, the block length of the lower graph of Code (D) is
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, which is quite small compared to the overall bilayer
block length of .

On the other hand, the expurgated code has a good perfor-
mance if the SNR gap between the relay and the destination
is small. Code (A) is designed for a pair of close target rates

and . The higher rate code corresponding
to the lower graph is obtained from [48]. The designed lower
rate code achieves close to 98% of the promised theoretical rate
corresponding to a SNR gap of less than 0.18 dB to the theo-
retical limit. Fig. 10 shows the BER curves for the lower rate
and higher rate components of this code. At , the
SNR gap to the convergence threshold for the bilayer compo-
nent (lower-rate code) is less than 0.2 dB, which confirms the
asymptotic convergence threshold analysis.

The BER curves indicate the presence of an error floor. In
general, purely randomly constructed LDPC codes suffer from
a high level of error floor (especially in codes with rates very
close to the capacity, due to the large percentage of degree-two
variable nodes). One approach to reduce the error floor is using
a systematic encoder to avoid associating information bits to
the degree-two variable nodes. A common and more effective
approach is to remove cycles of length 4, and possibly 6 or
more. Another approach is to enhance the performance of the fi-
nite-length code by using more sophisticated graph construction
algorithms such as the progressive edge growth (PEG) scheme
[49], or multi-edge graph construction [50]. The graph construc-
tions in our simulations are purely random3 with the exception
of removing cycles of length two, i.e., parallel edges.

Note that the exhibited error floor is not necessarily a result
of the bilayer configuration. This can be observed by comparing
the level of error floor in the single-layer codes (SL curves)
and bilayer codes (BL curves) in Figs. 7–10. For example, in
some cases, the error floor of the bilayer component is slightly
lower than that for the (standard LDPC) single-layer codes (e.g.,
Fig. 8), and in some other cases, the bilayer error floor is higher
(e.g., Fig. 7).

VI. MULTILAYER LDPC CODES FOR RELAY NETWORKS

Thus far, we have focused on the single-relay channel and
shown that bilayer LDPC codes can be designed to approach
the best DF rate in this classical setting. In a more general set-
ting, bilayer codes (or multilayer codes) can also be adopted for
multiple-relay networks.

Multiple-relay networks can have many different topologies.
One way to generalize the DF rate to multiple-relay networks is
to impose a linear ordering on the intermediate relays, and let
each relay completely decode the source message with the help
of relays prior to itself, then participate in transmission of the
source message to subsequent relays and to the destination. The
capacity of this DF strategy has been studied in [5] and [3]. In
[51], the authors cast the multiple-relay network within a parity-
forwarding framework, and have been able to enlarge the DF
rate of [5] and [3]. This section focuses on two-relay networks

3This is because removing cycles (without significantly affecting the degree
distribution) in a bilayer structure could be computationally costly for a large
block length. Nevertheless, the raw performance of the codes are presented;
further improvement is viable by using error floor reduction techniques.

Fig. 11. A two-relay network in which the second relay facilitates the trans-
mission of parity bits from the first relay to the destination.

Fig. 12. Cascaded bilayer codes for the two-relay network in Fig. 11.

and illustrate two fundamental ways that multiple relays can
help each other and help the ultimate decoding of information at
the destination. The main purpose of this section is to show that
practical bilayer codes can be readily applied in these cases.

A. Cascade Bilayer Codes for Two-Relay Networks

Consider a two-relay network depicted in Fig. 11. In this case,
the first relay decodes the message from the source , then
sends out a parity , just as in the single-relay case. However,
suppose that the channel from the source to the second relay
is weak. So, the second relay is not able to decode the source
message (even with the help of ), although it is able to de-
code itself. However, for this channel, the second relay may
still help the ultimate decoding at the destination by sending out
parities of parities, denoted here as , to help the destination
decode . This “helping-the-helper” strategy can be shown to
be capacity-achieving for a doubly degraded network [51], and
it enlarges the achievable rates in [5] and [3].

The code construction for this relay network is shown in
Fig. 12. It consists of a cascade of two bilayer codes. The source
message is coded by a bilayer code . Upon decoding , the
first relay computes additional parities for and re-encodes
them using , which is another bilayer code. The second
relay decodes , then computes extra parities for and
re-encodes them using . Finally, the destination first decodes

to recover the extra parities needed to decode . Then, it
decodes to recover the parities of . Finally, the destination
decodes .
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Fig. 13. A two-relay network in which the first relay helps the second relay to
decode the source message.

Fig. 14. Doubly bilayer codes for the two-relay network in Fig. 13.

Clearly, the bilayer codes that have been devised for single-
relay channels can be directly cascaded to design coding sys-
tems capable of approaching the best achievable rate in this net-
work.

B. Doubly Bilayer Codes for Two-Relay Networks

Consider a different two-layer network depicted in Fig. 13 in
which the channel between the first relay and the destination is
weak. In this case, the optimal strategy is for the first relay to
help the second relay, so that the second relay can later help the
destination.

The code construction for this relay network is shown in
Fig. 14. It is a doubly bilayer code in the following sense. The
source encodes its message using . The first relay decodes

, computes parities bits, and re-encodes parities using
for the second relay. The second relay decodes with the
help of parities. Then, it computes separate parity bits to
be re-encoded by . The destination decodes , then , the

source message. The achievable rate using the above strategy is
a special case of the achievable rate in [5].

For this relay network, and are conventional LDPC
codes. However, must be specially designed as two bilayer
codes extended from the same base code. The code design
methodology described in the previous section can again be
used for this network. For example, Code (A) and Code (C)
can be utilized to construct codebooks for implementing this
protocol with a source rate of , since the lower-layer
component of these two codes are the same (i.e., two separate
second layers can be added to the common lower-layer code
of rate ). The first relay decodes the source codeword at

; the second relay, with the help of parity bits from
the first relay at a rate – , can use Code (A) to decode
the source codeword. The second relay then sends out parity
bits to the destination at a rate – , which enables the
destination to decode the source codeword using Code (C).

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Binning is of fundamental importance in multiuser informa-
tion theory. This paper provides a practical implementation of
the binning strategy for the relay channel from a linear coding
perspective, in which extra parity bits are generated at the relay
to facilitate the overall communication between the source and
the destination. A key feature of the code design is the construc-
tion of a bilayer LDPC code that is capable of approaching the
Gaussian channel capacity at two different SNRs and at two dif-
ferent rates. We show that conventional code design techniques
must be significantly modified for the design of these multirate
codes in order to achieve capacity-approaching performances.

The code construction in this paper shows that the binning
operation for the relay channel is fundamentally easier to im-
plement in practice than the binning techniques for source and
channel coding with side information. The former is an error-
correcting problem; the latter essentially a quantization problem
for which efficient coding methods are not yet known.

The concept of bilayer codes can be extended to relay net-
works in which cascades of bilayer codes and multilayer LDPC
codes may be needed. While in principle these codes can be de-
signed and optimized for a given network topology, as the net-
work size grows, the encoding and decoding protocols become
increasingly complex, and the tuning of the code parameters in-
creasingly involved. The code structure illustrated in this paper
suggests that practical protocols for the relay network should
involve universal and rateless codes. The bilayer code design
methodology described in this paper is a first step toward this
goal.

APPENDIX I
CODING FOR AN ERASURE RELAY CHANNEL

Consider a binary erasure relay channel as shown in Fig. 15,
where the source-relay channel is a BEC with erasure prob-
ability , the source-destination channel is an independent
BEC with erasure probability , and the relay-des-
tination channel is a digital link with capacity . When

, the capacity of this channel is known
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Fig. 15. The binary-erasure relay channel with a digital link from the relay to
destination.

to be [52]; decode-and-forward strategy
achieves the capacity on this channel.

Can practical codes achieve the capacity for binary erasure
relay channel? In [21], Luby showed that for the binary erasure
channel, instead of using conventional LDPC codes, where
codewords satisfying a set of parity constraints are transmitted
through the channel, it is possible to devise universal low-den-
sity generator-matrix (LDGM) codes, termed LT code, to
achieve the BEC capacity for any arbitrary erasure probability.
In the LT code construction, random parities generated from a
carefully chosen degree distribution are transmitted through the
BEC. Luby proved that using a parity generation function of
average degree , one only needs parities
to decode the transmitted bit sequence with high probability.
Thus, as , one can approach the BEC capacity regard-
less of the erasure probability.

LT codes can be easily adapted to create capacity-achieving
codes for the erasure relay channel. Instead of using LT codes
as an online code, consider a block code with source bits and

encoded parity bits sent by , with rate
. Since , the relay would receive

a sufficient number of parities to decode the source bits with a
high probability. The relay then independently re-encodes the
source bits using the same degree distribution, and sends the
additional parities to the destination via the digital link at rate

. The total number of independent parities at the destination
is then bits from the source plus bits from the
relay. Thus, decoding would be successful for arbitrary rates
below .

The above argument shows that practical capacity-achieving
codes exists for the erasure relay channel. In fact, the above
scheme can be further improved in practice by using Raptor
codes [22] instead of LT codes to achieve linear-time encoding
and decoding performance. However, as mentioned earlier,
neither Raptor codes nor LT codes can be used to achieve the
Gaussian relay channel capacity, as capacity-achieving rateless
codes for general binary symmetric channels have not been
found [23].

APPENDIX II
ITERATIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING LDPC CODE DESIGN

In this Appendix, we review a linear-programming-based
LDPC code design method, which forms the basis of our
bilayer code optimization. An LDPC code can be described
by a bipartite graph consisting of two sets of nodes: variable
nodes and check nodes. An ensemble of irregular LDPC codes
is described by two sets of parameters: the variable degree
distribution , and the check degree distribution

. The variable and check degree distributions define the

percentage of edges in the graph that are connected to various
variable and check degrees.

The LDPC code design problem is to find a pair of variable
and check degree distributions that maximize the rate of the
code, while ensuring successful decoding at a given SNR. The
rate of the code is determined by the variable and check degree
distributions as follows. Let be the total number of edges in
the LDPC graph. Then, the total number of variable nodes is
given by ; the total number of check nodes in the
graph is given by . Thus, the rate of the code is
given by

(32)

The code design problem is equivalent to maximizing (32),
while ensuring successful decoding at a given SNR.

In LDPC code design, it is common to fix a regular check
degree and optimize the code over the variable degree distribu-
tion only (see [38, Sec. 3.3] for a justification).4 The optimum
check degree is often found by trying different values. Note that
the optimal check degree for codes at different rates can be very
different. This fact leads us to two different structures for the
design of bilayer codes, which have to operate at two different
rates.

With a fixed check degree , the rate maximization problem
(32) is equivalent to the maximization of . Assuming
a fixed check-degree distribution, the basic idea is to start with
some variable-degree distribution , then iteratively improve
the overall rate using linear programming, while ensuring con-
vergence by identifying a better .

For a fixed , the performance of an infinite-length LDPC
code under the sum-product decoding algorithm can be com-
puted via density evolution [2] (or discretized density evolution
[39]). Let us define a decoding iteration to be a set of check
updates followed by a set of variable updates for all messages
(assuming parallel message passing). Let denote the message
pdf at beginning the th decoding iteration, where
is the maximum number of iterations. Let denote the message
pdf after check updates in the th iteration. The pdf is given
by , where denotes the (discrete) message den-
sity check-update operation. Let denote the message density
at the output of a variable node of degree . Using , the pdf

can be computed as , where denotes convolu-
tion. The message pdf at the beginning the th decoding
iteration is computed as .

Let be the function returning the message error prob-
ability corresponding to a given message density, i.e.,
returns the message error probability corresponding to its input
message pdf .5 The error profile function corresponding to
degree variable nodes is defined by , i.e.,

equals to the error probability of messages passing along
edges of degree at beginning the th iteration. Using

’s, , the message error probability at beginning the

4See also examples of optimized degree distributions available at [48].
5Assuming that the all-ones sequence (corresponding to the all-zero code-

word) is transmitted and log-likelihood messages are used in the message
passing algorithm, e(f(x)) equals to f(x)dx. See [2] for more details
for the definition of message error probability.
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th iteration, can be computed as a function of as fol-
lows:

The message-passing decoding algorithm converges if the
message error probability of the code decreases with each de-
coding iteration. This can be formulated by a set of convergence
inequalities as follows:

(33)

Using the above convergence criterion a (nonlinear) optimiza-
tion can be formulated to find the optimal set of ’s as follows:

(34a)

s.t. (34b)

(34c)

The above optimization problem is nonlinear in , since
’s depend nonlinearly on . Nevertheless, (33) can still

be used to formulate an iterative linear programming to update
. The idea is to fix ’s and update slowly by enforcing

a more stringent convergence condition

(35)

where is a convergence factor that increases slowly from 0 to 1
in the iterative design process. The updated degree distribution
is expected to be converging (i.e., the corresponding message
passing algorithm converges) because a small change in cor-
responds to only a small change in the convergence behavior of
the code, and thus a small change in error profile .

Using (35) and (34), an iterative optimization scheme for up-
dating the variable degree distribution can be formulated as fol-
lows. A sequence of linear programming problems

(36a)

s.t. (36b)

(36c)

are solved successively, where denotes the optimization iter-
ation number, is the decoding iteration number, and is the
convergence factor which is increased in each optimization it-
eration towards 1. The optimization procedure begins with all
variable degrees set to where is the maximum al-
lowed variable degree, i.e., . This initial is
used to compute initial coefficients in (36b). This en-
sures a small initial (as long as an appropriate check de-
gree is selected). The resulting linear programming program is
then solved to obtain an updated . For this , is re-
computed, and the linear programming problem is solved again

with a slightly increased . The slight increase in ensures
that the change in is small as compared to the previous
iteration. The new variable degree distribution obtained from
(36) is then used to update coefficients. The optimization
is repeated with , until eventually reaches .

This procedure is reminiscent of the EXIT-chart approach,
because the value of defines the shape of the convergence be-
havior. The difference is that this scheme is entirely based on
density evolution and no approximation of message densities is
used. To speed up the -update process, we also use a back-
tracking algorithm: at the end of the th iteration, a greedy in-
crease in is performed. If the resulting degree distribution
does not correspond to a converging LDPC code (i.e., (36b)
cannot be satisfied with ), is reduced and the opti-
mization is repeated.
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